~1.
In the beginning there was Light,
and the Bible stated that God was all Light with No Darkness,
and there can be No Light without the Darkness,
Sir Isaac Newton Proved that to be the Truth in 1666,
and Isaac was a Descendant of Jesus,
and Understood the Bible and the Universe,
and Knew that the Light was the God IAM,
and in his Quest to prove that IAM the Newtonian Light Wizard,
Isaac changed the course of Science Forever,
but like a Virus the Dark Wizard Einstein took over,
such is the way of the Universe,
I can show You the Light,
but Yew will walk in the Darkness,
and call yewerself Enlightened.
~2.
Johannes Kepler wrote a Book in 1619 called the Harmony of the World,
Isaac Newton took interest in his Ideas,
and set out to prove that God was the Harmony behind the Universe,
with only the Bible and work of other Great Minds as the Source of
Knowledge,
Isaac had to Invent New Tools and Math in order to fulfill his Quest,
and Like Jesus,
Isaac had to rely on his own Knowledge of the Universe given to him by
God,
this Quest took him into the Realm of Witchcraft,
as it did Kepler,
and Jesus,
so these Men were Wizards,
and since they all believed that God was the Light,
they are all Light Wizards.
~3.
Kepler got his Inspiration from the Bible and the Pyramids,
and concluded that our Solar System forms a Trinary System Linked with
Sirius,
and Like Kepler,
Newton spent most of his Life looking for this Link,
but never found it,
and this is why it was never published,
Sir Isaac Newton never published anything he could not Prove,
and it was not till my time that such data was available to find this link,
now its common knowledge that the Binary Star System of our Sun and

Sirius is linked by a Third object I will refer to as a Dark Star,
making it a Trinary Star System,
so Kepler and Newton were right,
so there model of it was right,
so it has an orbit in the shape of a figure 8,
which has an orbital period of 666 years,
as Newton confirmed that link to his orbital path in 1680,
the year Kepler said that the Comet would return,
so Newton was ready for it,
although someone else spotted it first,
it still came to be Known as Newtons Comet,
and more recently renamed to Comet ISON,
even though it returned exactly as Kepler and Newton predicted,
since Isaac said that this Comet could be traced back every 333 years,
and Kepler's data proved that,
but Isaac said it was probably not the same object,
since it does not always make it around the Sun,
but was caused by the Dark Star as it passed through the Asteroid Belt,
knocking objects into our Suns Orbit that became Comets,
and these findings correlate to events in the Bible,
and with the Data Kepler provided,
Isaac was able to plot the path of the Comets with this data.
~4.
Sir Isaac Newton became obsessed with this Comet,
and was determined to solve all the Mysteries that surround it,
and in his Quest,
invented the Newtonian Reflector Telescope and new Math called Calculus,
and discovered some very disturbing facts,
the first of which was that in 333 years the Earth will pass through the
Debris field of this Comet,
this will happen on my 53rd Birthday on 14 January 2014,
which will cause damage to the Earth in the form of a Meteorite Storm,
consisting of Meteorite's from the Size of a Grain of Sand,
to the size that could destroy all Life on this Planet,
with the Ice Age it would bring,
and in 666 years this Comet was going to hit Earth,
and cause the Start of an Ice Age,
that will happen on 14 January 2347,
this news was so disturbing that he brought it to the attention of the
Church,
which demanded that this information be suppressed from the General
Public,
in order to prevent an End of the World Panic,

so all Isaac's work on this Problem was suppressed for 333 years,
until I decided to tell His Story.
~5.
Words are how People Describe the Universe,
yet the Universe is a Big Place,
and Words can hardly Describe it,
but we can all Agree that Numbers add meaning of their own when you
Describe the Universe with them,
so lets look at the Numbers: 3, 13 and 666,
and since we can all Agree that these 3 Numbers are used more then the
Others when attaching Meaning to the Universe.
Johannes Kepler was Born on 27 December 1571,
and Wrote that Harmony of the World came in 3's,
Low, Medium and High,
in the Forms of Sound and Shapes,
his Law of Equal Areas sweep out a Triangle,
which has 3 Sides,
as a Pyramid has a Triangle Face,
and Sir Isaac Newton,
who was a Descendant of Jesus and born on his Birth Date on 25 December
1642,
wrote the Equation 1 + (-1) = 0,
to prove that Truth Exist in Math on many Levels,
and with only 3 Numbers...
Nostradamus was Born on 21 December 1503,
Nostradamus said that what happens in the Heavens or Solar System,
is reflected back to the Earth in 13 Days...
The number 13 is used on a U.S. Dollar Bill,
for the Number of Steps on a Pyramid,
as well as how many Arrows, Leaves, Letters and Stars,
so its Clear that the Funding Fathers of Money,
the God in which they Worship,
its important to remember that number: 13...
Then we have Sir Isaac Newton,
who proved that the Comet with a 333 year Cycle,
has this orbit for a reason,
our Solar System is Locked into a Geosynchronous orbit with Sirius and a
Dark Star,
some call Nibiru or Planet X,
which has an Orbital Period of 666 years,
and was known for this by the Builders of the Pyramids...
Galileo Galilei Born 15 February 1564 and Died on 8 January 1642,
the same Year Sir Isaac Newton was born,

Discovered that the Sunspots motions change in 1613,
even thou Nostradamus read them for years,
so he already knew that,
and its why Galileo got interested in the first place.
The Julian Calendar is currently 13 days behind the Gregorian Calendar...
There are 12 Disciples of Jesus, Jesus makes 13 sitting at the Table,
kind like how the Calendar has 12 Months, yet it has 13 Moons...
So Numbers have a Lot of Meaning when it comes to Describing the
Universe.
~6.
I just described 6 Wizards,
I was born on Saturday the 14th of January 1961,
Newton, Kepler and Nostradamus were born under the same Star as Jesus
and around his Birthday,
given the way we track time,
because Newtons Julian Calendar Birth Date of 25 December 1642 was
changed by the Gregorian Calendar to 4 January 1643,
then they removed 10 days from the Calendar,
which would make it 14 January,
which is my Birthday,
so it seems the Number 14 comes after 13,
and Friday the 13th seems to be Unlucky,
so Saturday the 14th seems to be the Day After the Bad Luck,
so the one thing we all had in common,
is that we are born under the same Star of Sirius,
we all believed in the God IAM,
and that God is all Light with No Darkness, so IAM the Light,
and the Light is “God's Particle”, so its Trinary Energy,
and we were all Wizards,
and there is no denying that...
Nostradamus said that God Talks to us all,
but only few know how to listen,
and God has the Biggest Big Screen yew have ever seen... The Sun.
Nostradamus read Sunspots,
I know how to read into them, but I do not know how to read them,
its only after they pass that I can make any sense of them at all,
and the same was true for most Normal People known as Neurotypicals,
but lets face it,
these Wizards are not Normal People,
its a known fact that all these Wizards,
have what we term as Asperger's Syndrome, known as Aspies,
that is, People born with a Highly Functional form of Autism,
with an IQ above Genius,

and are all Descendants of the Ashkenazi Race,
from the Blood line of Adam,
which flows back through all our veins...
that is if you believe in the Story of Adam and Eve,
but the Ash Race was from the Wife Mary,
and the blending of the Ash to ken with the Nazi,
created the Ashkenazic Race of Highly Intelligent People,
two Races blended to mix Brains with Bronze,
with a Recessive Black Gene,
the Race was known as the White Race...
so they are all Ascendants of mine.
~7.
All of these Wizards have been telling yew that the Sun is Gods way of
talking to yew,
but yew do not believe it,
because yew do not believe that God is the Light,
yew believe in Christ, the Deity,
instead of the Living Embodiment of the Sun,
and even though Sir Isaac Newton told yew that the Bible was changed in
the 8th Century,
to insert Christ as a Deity,
and this claim has gone Undisputed now for over 333 years, making it the
Truth,
most of yew still believe there were two Jesus's in the Bible,
when Isaac said Read the Bible, and Do Not Read into the Bible,
there is only 1 Jesus, and that Jesus is the Sun of God, the Light!
So Newtons Comet became ISON, or the Son of I,
which is the Sun of God, so through Sunspots we will look at what God has
said to yew,
or Me in this case, so lets start at the End of the Era,
Jesus's Birthday in 2011, to my Birthday in 2012,
and what do we see on 25 Dec 2011:
Its the Dying Old Man Time, and as it heads into the New Year,
it turns to greet its Replacement,
so this is the Age of Pisces,
giving way to the Age of Aquarius,
Note how its on the Bottom of the Sun,
all these images are taken from Solar Monitor . Org,
and have not been enhanced,
Only cropped to fit the medium of this Video,
on the 27th you can see the Old Man,
Struggling to make it till the end,
by the 28th he looks like an Alien from outer Space,

but on the 29th he turns into a Crazed Maniac,
and on the 30th a Phoenix appears at 113 90,
he Kills the Beast at 113 86,
and from the 31st of December to 14th of January 2012,
the Phoenix takes on a Whole new look,
by the 6th the Letters IC show up,
making up the Body of the Phoenix,
which ends with the Phoenix Blowing out Fire on 14 January 2012,
but this is why I say as for me,
well I read into things,
and my Grandfathers came to America on a Ship Called the “Phoenix” in
1752,
I was Born in Corona, and Raised in Phoenix,
so its Time for the Phoenix to reveal the Secrets that were stored in the
Documents my Grandfather Balthasar Fleischer,
brought with him, Documents that were written by Sir Isaac Newton,
and the Other Wizards I mentioned,
all the Secrets of this Universe...
~8.
On 25 December 2012,
you clearly see the face of a Man with long Hair and Beard,
and the Body of a Goat,
Face is marked at 116 35,
just above his Forehead,
he is looking to the Left,
his large Prominent nose has Hair growing out,
that ends in his beard and Hair under his Arms,
as his Left Arm is holding a Dark Puppet, that is talking in his Ear,
his Right Arm is wrapped around his Left Leg,
with his Right Leg he kicks a Christmas Tree,
which goes flying off into 30 December,
by January the 1st you see an Old Man with long White Hair,
Kissing a Woman with Long Blond Hair,
that fades into the 6th,
by the 14th of January 2013,
I see the Rejuvenation of Doctor Who,
maybe because its been my favorite form of Entertainment,
time Travel and all,
many Demon's,
like the ones I see in the Sun everyday,
like I started to see on 27 August 2013,
yew see the Staff of Power in the Hands of Leo the Lion,
and Striking Virgo on the Foot, Virgo is the 6th Sign of the Zodiac,

which is where ISON is coming from,
Virgo goes Crazy,
as other look in to see what is the Matter,
Gemini drops in on the 6th of September 2013,
as a Black Cat plays with the Mouse,
and on 11 September 2013,
a 911 Emergency appears as some Demon breaks out and Kills the Cat on
the 12th of September,
by 18 September 2013,
IC... shows up again,
Those were the Letters removed from Fleischer,
to make Flesher...
remove the German and becoming the American's in 1752,
and if yew tilt yewer head to the Right,
yew will see someone with a Triangle Head looking at it...
Starting on 1 October 2013,
yew see a Dark Wave coming in,
on the 6th it turns into a Dark Shark,
that just bit the Leg off someone Dark above...
on the 12th it looks like North and South America,
with Baja and Hawaii underwater,
not sure what that was about,
it has yet to happen,
yet by the 16th this sign was clear,
as the faint sign of IC pokes through...
Then the Waves wash it away...
Then Wave after Wave someone Washes into the Scene,
on 1 November 2013,
its a Dark Woman with a Dog on a Leash,
on the 2nd She climbs onto the Beast,
and Rides away by the 6th,
as She Looks behind her...
On the 7th of November 2013,
you can see her Sucked into the Heart of an Angle with the number 11890,
who then gets Chased by a Dark Dog from the North,
On the 9th of November 2013,
which is Day 313 on the Julian Calendar,
God Gave us the Date,
just to make sure we are all on the same date...
and it turns into the Dark Lord on the 12th,
as an Earthquake hits and Forms a Triangle,
then Rides into the Sunset on the 16th,
on the 19th November 2013 Earthquakes happen,
forming Triangles,

and 19th November 2013 another Triangle,
and in the Sun yew will see a Sun Beast,
with a Frog on its Left shoulder and its Left hand at 11896,
with Arms stretched out in front of it holding a the Face of an Old Man
looking at the Earth,
as a Long necked Snake with Long Dark Hair Spits on his Right Hand at
11899,
and at his Feet is a Dog grabbing the Earth with its Teeth at 11897,
on the 28 of November 2013,
yew see the Face of a Glutton at 11905,
and to his Left yew will see a Dark Arrow pointing to an Old Man who is
Looking at him...
The Glutton is reaching out with his Left hand at 11907 to grab a Long
necked Turkey at 11906,
it must be Thanks Given,
on the 6th of December a Dark Objects Morphs into view,
by the 12th of December 2013,
its an Upside Down Christmas Tree,
because the Presents are on not under the Tree,
but Above it...
do you think it might have been caused by ISON as it came around the Sun
13 Days earlier...
then this Package is Christ's Presents,
the Sun of I,
on the 25th of December 2013 in the middle of the Sun yew see the Face of
with 2 Noses,
1 is like a Pig, the Other is like a Fat Old Man with Long White Hair and a
Beard,
it must be Christmas,
on the 30th yew see the Letters IC come back,
then morph into a Dark Head wearing a Santa Hat by 1 January 2014,
so more Packages are on the Way...
Then later that day yew see the Hat turn into a Scorpion,
like the 1 that bit me back on 23 July 2012,
and on that Date the Sun shows a bizarre image of Scorpion Tail on the
Head of a Dragon,
on the 2nd it bites the Dragon,
like the Meteorite that hit me in the Head on 31 May 2013,
only the Size of a Grain of Sand,
I thought someone was Shooting at me,
so I called the COPs,
they said it just missed me and glanced off,
ruling out a Gun Shot Wound or Rock or other object, leaving it unexplained,
since the Entry would was very small,

but the rip in my skin and lump on my head was to big for such a small
hole,
the VA said whatever hit me was about the size of a grain of Sand,
and traveling at Hypersonic speeds,
so Newton was Right, f = ma,
the mass of a Grain of Sand traveling at Hypersonic speeds has a large
Force,
but none of them wanted to admit it was a Meteorite...
But its the only explanation for such a small object to cause so much
muscle damage to my neck and back...
But as yew can Clearly see in this image of the Sun that Day, its a Head
being hit by a Meteorite...
So on 19 August 2013 around 10 PM, I heard Music coming form the Sky at
Night,
I got my Wife outside to hear it, but she could not hear it, but instead a
Light Appeared out of no where,
it flew over head North West to South East,
then vanished into a Clear Nights Sky without a trace,
it was very Bright, not a Plane or Satellite,
the Sun tells this story,
yew can clearly see Face of an Old Man with Long White Hair and Beard in
the Sun at 11825,
he has Wings, in his Left hand he holds the Face of a Beast that appears to
be Holding the Old Mans Face,
at the Old Mans back is a Dark Snake,
so those were 3 Signs that I had,
but this Story is not Over,
it will continue into the 14th of January 2014,
the Day Isaac Newton said we would pass through the Debris of a Comet.
~9.
Lets Look at 911...
These Images are EIT 195 so they are Green like Money,
at 09612 yew see a Face with a Big Ear on its Right Side,
that has something talking into it,
the Face is talking to someone wearing a Turban to its Left,
it seems to be Clearer looking at it in EIT 171 which is in True Blue,
yew can clearly see the person wearing the Turban is just a Puppet,
and not a real person at all,
and all the Controls in front of it are on Strings.
~10.
Looking back at History,
333 years at a time starting from Year 2013,

which is the Beginning of the New Era,
the Age of Aquarius, we have Comet ISON,
pouring a Shower of Water and Rocks on Planet Earth,
then we have the Great Comet of 1680,
known as Newtons Comet, and the Volcano Krakatoa Erupts,
in the Year 1347 we have Earthquakes and the Black Plague,
in the Year 1014 we have a Meteor or Comet impact in the Atlantic Ocean
causing a Huge Tsunami,
in the Year 681 we have Major Droughts, Floods, Locust Plagues, and
Epidemics,
in the Year 347 we see the Earliest possible date that Christmas was
Celebrated on December the 25th,
in the Year 348 we have a lot of missing Data,
in the Year 15 we have an Earthquake in Anatolia which Destroys the City of
Sardis and damages several other Cities ,
and the River Tiber floods parts of Rome,
in the Year 318 BC we have the Conquer Alexander the Great,
and the old records of the Romans were burned by the Gauls in 390 BC,
118 years after their last King in 508 BC and 66 years before the death of
Alexander the Great in 323 BC,
so there is little use in trying to go back in that part of the Country,
in the Year 651 BC in China on 24 December there were 5 Meteors seen in
the Sky over what is now northern Shanqiu County,
that's 2,666 years,
if you need more evidence then that,
then check the Earths Core samples for those years,
look at the Geology around those years,
and you will find evidence of Meteor Strikes,
in fact,
the entire Earth is created by Meteorites,
and is causing the Earth to Grow in size by 1 half inch a year,
that's 40,000 tonnes of Space Dust,
but the Planet Eats its share and Humans Eat even more,
but we still manage to put on sum Circumference,
so its pushing the Moon away from us at the same time,
so if you see a Pattern here let me know if it interest you,
because I just Proved it already has happened before,
and it will happen again,
in fact... I give it a 100% chance that the Earth will be hit by Comet ISON's
Debris.
This is not the End of the World,
think of it as a Cleansing, like a Hailstorm,
only with Rocks from the size of a grain of sand to the size of a building in
New York,

it did not take much research to put this evidence together,
ISON was dropping 100,000 tons per minute,
that's a lot more then the 40,000 tons we normally only get per year,
so you do the Math.
~11.
Now yew will understand why this Story makes more sense when told from
the Viewpoint of the Light Wizzard...
~12.
The Light Wizzard in the Flesh,
will now define the Universe in Step 1,
from the viewpoint of the Lightside in Terms the Darkside can understand.
~13.
The Universe makes no scene when told from the Viewpoint of the
Neurotypicals Science,
its because Neurotypicals are too Stupid to Understand Science,
and too Stupid to understand how Stupid Yew are,
and too big of Cowards to stand up for the Truth,
so they go along with the Masses,
and Believe whatever they do,
so Neurotypicals are nothing but Sheep,
and why I call them Yew...
So yew will not admit yew are too Stupid to Understand this,
so yew will Believe this is all Bullshit,
and yew will not tell yewer Friends and Family,
let alone pass it on to others that might be Smarter then yew,
because they might be Smarter then Yew and Understand it,
and then yew would feel Stupid because yew did not,
so no one watches these Video's,
and as a Result when this happens,
most people will not know what these Meteorite Showers are all about,
and they will not take any safety measure to survive such an Event,
and as a Result,
they will be Seriously injured or Killed by Meteorites even the size of a Gain
of Sand,
all out of Ignorance,
but that is how Yew are...
Because yew Believe God is a Deity and will Protect yew,
because yew do not Believe yew are the God IAM,
and that God is very clear about what is about to happen,
so its up to yew to Protect yourself and Others...
This is why the United States Government spent Trillions of Dollars to

survive this Event,
that's Yewer Tax Dollars at Work,
and the Main Stream Media is on the Payroll,
and they have Tickets to Survive...
The Powers that be Estimate that 60% of the World Population will die,
thus eliminating the Consumers and Unemployment Rate at the same time,
not to mention yewer Bank Account and Property they Own,
so they do not want to start a Panic,
since the Banks are Bankrupt from building the Underground Cities,
and will soon have to Declare Bankruptcy,
so they are Banking on this Event to solve their problems,
so its up to those that watch these Video's to tell others,
or to be silent and Help the Banks out,
yewer Choice.
~14.
The Powers that be are Dark Wizards,
they control Yew like Puppets,
yew believe everything they tell yew,
yew have no Mental Capacity to think for yewerself,
so yew allow yewer Leaders to think for yew,
and only Believe in Main Streams Version of History,
so the Powers that be have yew under their Spell.
~15.
The Truth sounds strange to Yew,
because yew have never heard it before,
although many Light Wizards throughout His Story,
have tired to Tell yew the Truth,
the Powers that Be just Tweak it a Little,
so they can Control Yew,
but the Powers that be are not in Charge of the Universe,
IAM, and...
~16.
IAM the Light,
IAM the Darkness,
IAM every shade of Grey in between.
IAM the Light Wizzard in the Flesh.

